Personal Safety &
Human Trafficking Awareness
For Kids: 3rd-6th Grade & A Guardian

Purpose: The statistics are absolutely alarming! 50% of those lured into human trafficking are minors. The number of
victims lured into the human trafficking industry are growing rapidly. As one of the fastest growing organized crimes
today, this issue needs to be brought out of the dark and into the light. The issue is here in our own country and cities!
“Stranger Danger” no longer applies because facts prove that
most abuse happens at the hand of someone the victim knows
and trusts. Prevention through awareness is the key.
Warning Lights Kids gives an overview of age appropriate
personal safety skills that are pertinent to being a kid in
today’s society. This session discusses lures that are
specifically used to entice kids, explains the signs and
provides ways to respond to human trafficking. This program
will give your audience of both kids and their guardian
(guardian attendance required) a stronger sense of how to
protect themselves and others. The awareness gained by
your audience can literally save a life.
This program encourages open communication and arms
you with a variety of ways to make these safety tactics a
habit for your family. This program also gives insight on ways
to help others avoid becoming victims by explaining how
your actions, words and choices affect others.
I want to share the reality of this issue with the youth and
parents of this nation. Learn more about my story through
video at www.jennatwar.com. I look forward to working
with you to take your circle of influence and change it into
a circle of protection! Awareness is building value by
protecting our bodies and guarding our hearts!

Be courageous!
Be aware and SHARE!
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